INCUBATOR APPLICATION WALK THROUGH GUIDE
ACCOUNT CREATION (1/10)

NAVIGATE TO STARTUP INDIA PORTAL AND CLICK ON REGISTER

NOTE – SKIP THIS STEP AND NAVIGATE TO APPLICATION GUIDE SLIDES, IF YOU ARE ALREADY REGISTERED AS AN INCUBATOR WITH STARTUP INDIA
ACCOUNT CREATION (2/10)

FILL REQUIRED DETAILS TO CREATE AN ACCOUNT AND CLICK ON REGISTER
AN OTP WILL BE SENT TO YOUR REGISTERED EMAIL ID. ENTER THE OTP AND CLICK ON SUBMIT. IT WILL REDIRECT TO STARTUP INDIA PORTAL.
ACCOUNT CREATION (4/10)

ENTER YOUR USERNAME AND PASSWORD. CLICK ON LOG IN AFTER THE ROBOT VERIFICATION. IT WILL REDIRECT YOU TO STARTUP INDIA PERSONA PAGE.
ACCOUNT CREATION (5/10)

TELL US WHO YOU ARE? SELECT ONE OF THESE

**Individual**
If you just want to explore things. Like Blogs, Govt Schemes etc.

**Startup**
Already started your entrepreneurial journey as an idea or newly established business.

**Mentor**
A mentor may share with a mentee (or protege) information about

**Incubator**
Incubators help startups at a very early stage to grow by providing a space to work, seed funding, mentoring, training and other benefits

**Accelerator**
Startup accelerators are cohort-based programs that typically include seed investment, connections, sales, mentorship, educational components

**Individual Investor**
An individual investor is a non-professional investor who buys and sells securities.

SELECT COUNTRY AND THEN CLICK ON THE **INCUBATOR BOX**. CLICK NEXT BUTTON BELOW WHICH WILL REDIRECT YOU TO INCUBATOR DETAILS FORM
ACCOUNT CREATION (6/10)

FILL NECESSARY DETAILS AS PER THE FIELDS
ACCOUNT CREATION (7/10)

Incubator Category

**INDUSTRY**
- Advertising

**SECTOR**
- 3 Sector(s) selected

**INTERESTS**
- Government

**DIPP EMPANELMENT NUMBER**
- DIPP Number

THE FIELD “DIPP EMPANELMENT NUMBER” IS NOT REQUIRED FOR THE INCUBATORS.
ACCOUNT CREATION (8/10)

FILL NECESSARY DETAILS AS PER THE FIELDS
ACCOUNT CREATION (9/10)

FILL NECESSARY DETAILS AS PER THE FIELDS AND CLICK ON SAVE PROFILE
ACCOUNT CREATION (10/10)

THE PROLE IS CREATED AND SENT FOR MODERATION. PLEASE WAIT FOR MODERATOR TO APPROVE YOUR PROFILE
APPLICATION GUIDE (1/9)

Startup India Seed Fund Scheme
Financial assistance to startups for proof of concept, prototype development, product trials, market entry, and commercialization

APPLY NOW

NAVIGATE TO STARTUP INDIA SEED FUND PORTAL AND CLICK ON LOGIN
APPLICATION GUIDE (2/9)

ENTER YOUR USERNAME AND PASSWORD AND CLICK ON LOGIN

NOTE – USERNAME AND PASSWORD ARE THE STARTUP INDIA LOGIN CREDENTIALS. THE CREDENTIALS WILL ONLY WORK IF YOU ARE REGISTERED AS AN INCUBATOR ON STARTUP INDIA PORTAL
APPLICATION GUIDE (3/9)

CLICK ON CREATE AN ACCOUNT AND REGISTER IF YOU DON'T HAVE THE STARTUP INDIA LOGIN CREDENTIALS. FOLLOW THE STEPS FOR ACCOUNT CREATION
Startup India

Seed Fund Scheme

Financial assistance to startups for proof of concept, prototype development, product trials, market entry, and commercialization

APPLY NOW

CLICK ON APPLY NOW
APPLICATION GUIDE (5/9)

Has a Central/State Government assisted your incubator so far?*
- [ ] Assisted by Central Government
- [ ] Assisted by State Government
- [ ] Not assisted by Central/State Government

Nature of Assistance provided to incubator*

Proof of assistance from Central/State Government*

UPLOAD

Supported file format - PDF only

FILL NECESSARY DETAILS AS PER THE FIELDS
FILL NECESSARY DETAILS AS PER THE FIELDS AND CLICK ON SAVE AND NEXT
APPLICATION GUIDE (7/9)

Events held for stakeholder engagements

- 1
- Not Applicable

Participation in other events

- 1
- Not Applicable

FILL NECESSARY DETAILS AS PER THE FIELDS AND CLICK ON SAVE AND NEXT
APPLICATION GUIDE (8/9)

FILL NECESSARY DETAILS AS PER THE FIELDS AND CLICK ON SAVE AND NEXT
FILL NECESSARY DETAILS AS PER THE FIELDS, TICK THE SELF DECLARATION AND CLICK ON SUBMIT. YOUR APPLICATION IS SUBMITTED SUCCESSFULLY
THANK YOU